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Noroviruses are the primary etiological agent responsible for most cases of viral gastroenteritis worldwide^[@CR1]^, making these viruses the most common cause of sporadic diarrhoea in community settings and a major burden to the military, the cruise ship industry, university campuses, hospitals and retirement communities. In the United States, the CDC estimates that there are ∼23 million annual norovirus infections^[@CR2]^, many among the elderly, with outbreaks commonly occurring in retirement communities^[@CR3],[@CR4]^. In fact, norovirus-associated mortalities are not uncommon in elderly populations, although severe gastroenteritis lasting for 12--48 hours is the predominant disease outcome in individuals of all ages^[@CR5]^.

Early seminal studies identified the norovirus particle using immuno-electron microscopy and human challenge studies to observe and verify noroviruses in faecal samples derived from children infected during an epidemic outbreak in Norwalk, Ohio, USA^[@CR6],[@CR7]^. Subsequently, the Norwalk virus genome was cloned and sequenced^[@CR8]^.

Noroviruses belong to the family [Caliciviridae](#Glos1){ref-type="list"} and are small, non-enveloped, icosahedral viruses with a diameter of ∼38 nm. The viral genome is a ∼7.5 kb, positive-sense, single-stranded RNA containing three open reading frames that encode both the structural and non-structural proteins ([Fig. 1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The capsid protein, viral protein 1 (VP1), is the most important component of the viral capsid, with 180 copies found in the intact viral particle, whereas VP2, a minor structural protein, is incorporated into the capsid in low copy number ([Fig.1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 1Genome organization and capsid structure.**a**\| The norovirus genome is composed of three open reading frames (ORFs). ORF1 (∼5 kb) is located in the first two-thirds of the genome and encodes a ∼200 kDa polyprotein that is auto-processed by a virally encoded 3C-like protease (3C) to yield the non-structural replicase proteins that are essential for viral replication^[@CR89]^. The resultant proteins are: p48, an amino-terminal protein of unknown function (∼48 kDa); nucleoside triphosphatase (NTP), a 2C-like protein; p22, a 22 kDa 3A-like protein; viral genome-linked protein (VPG), a protein that is covalently linked to the 5′ end of the genome; and RNA-directed RNA polymerase (RdRp), a 3D-like protein. ORF2 is 1.8kb in length and encodes the 57 kDa major structural capsid protein, viral protein 1 (VP1). VP1 is divided into two domains, the shell domain (yellow) and the protruding domain, which is further divided into two subdomains known as P1 (blue) and P2 (red). ORF3 is ∼0.6 kb in length and encodes a 22 kDa minor basic structural protein, VP2 (Ref. [@CR89]). **b** \| The structure of the VP1 monomer is shown, with protein domains coloured as for part **a**. **c** \| Two capsid protein monomers form the A--B dimer (indicated with the A monomer in lighter shades and the B monomer in darker shades), which allows the P2 domain to protrude from the viral particle. **d** \|The virus-like particle is formed of 180 monomers of the capsid protein that assemble through different dimers. The A--B dimer, shown in colour, extends away from the capsid and provides the receptor-binding region and the sites of antigenic variation. In the virus particle, VP2 is incorporated in low copy number. Structural models were generated and pictures were rendered using MacPyMOL (Delano Scientific LLC, Palo Alto, California, USA).

Norovirus research has been hindered by the lack of of small-animal models and a reliable cell culture system. In response, recombinant expression systems have been developed that allow for the formation of [virus-like particles](#Glos2){ref-type="list"} (VLPs), which morphologically and antigenically recapitulate the native norovirus particle ([Fig. 1d](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and contain strain-specific and group-specific immunogenic determinants^[@CR9],[@CR10],[@CR11]^. Two recombinant expression systems, the baculovirus replicon system^[@CR9]^ and the Venezuelan equine encephalitis virus replicon system^[@CR11]^, have been well characterized, and both generate copious amounts of norovirus capsid protein that spontaneously self-assembles into VLPs ([Box 1](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}). VLP preparations have provided the foundation for most studies into the carbohydrate (CHO) ligand-binding specificities, capsid structures and antigenic relationships of noroviruses and the development of candidate vaccine strains.

Norovirus [protective immunity](#Glos3){ref-type="list"} has been a hotly debated topic, with conflicting reports in the literature, some of which suggest that norovirus-induced immunity is strain specific and limited to a short-term immune response, whereas others show possible long-term protection from reinfection^[@CR12],[@CR13]^; however, these studies have been limited in sample size, and volunteers were probably challenged with a viral [quasispecies](#Glos4){ref-type="list"}, rather than a single genotype. These conflicting results have confounded vaccine study design and show that norovirus immunity is more complex than previously appreciated. In this Review article, we discuss recent findings that shed light on the molecular mechanisms governing norovirus capsid evolution, structure and receptor recognition as a function of immune system-driven antigenic drift, and we speculate on how capsid plasticity may have facilitated the broader emergence of particular genotypes and genogroups at the expense of others.

**Norovirus phylogeny**

The genus Norovirus is composed of more than 40 diverse virus strains divided into 5 genogroups on the basis of sequence similarity^[@CR14],[@CR15],[@CR16],[@CR17]^, designated GI--GV, with the GI and GII genogroups being the most important for human infection^[@CR18]^. Each genogroup is further divided into genotypes on the basis of pairwise distribution^[@CR19]^, with GI containing 8 distinct genotypes and GII at least 17 different genotypes^[@CR19]^ ([Fig. 2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The genogroup II, genotype 4 noroviruses, designated GII.4, are currently responsible for 70--80% of norovirus outbreaks worldwide, and the Norwalk virus, designated GI.1-NV, is the prototypical norovirus strain.Figure 2Phylogenetics of the norovirus capsid protein.A Bayesian phylogenetic tree of representative norovirus capsid protein sequences from all major genogroups and genotypes. Labels indicate the GI and GII genogroups that predominantly infect humans, and red brackets represent genotypes that seem to be evolving. The tree was generated with MRBAYES^[@CR90]^, using sapovirus Nongkhai 50 to root the tree.

Strains in a genotype have 69--97% nucleotide similarity at the genomic level, whereas strains of different genogroups are more distant, having 51--56% genomic nucleotide similarity^[@CR20]^. Furthermore, the structural proteins are even more variable, as strains of one genotype generally differ by up to 40% in capsid amino acid sequence, whereas strains of different genogroups usually differ by more than 50%^[@CR21]^.

Most norovirus challenge studies have assumed that individual genotypes represent strains with similar phenotypes, but recent evidence provided by our laboratory and others indicates that evolution in some genotypes is sufficient to generate mutant clusters that have new ligand-binding characteristics and antigenic properties^[@CR22]^. In fact, evolution in the GII.4 genotype results in differential receptor binding and novel antigenic features, suggesting that the GII.4 noroviruses are evolving over time, with escape mutants being periodically selected for by [herd immunity](#Glos5){ref-type="list"}^[@CR22],[@CR23],[@CR24],[@CR25]^. The evolution in this genotype seems to be epochal, as long periods of stasis were followed by bursts of evolution ([Fig. 2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, similar, albeit smaller, phylogenetics-based studies of the GII.2 and GII.3 genotypes have suggested analogous patterns of evolution for these genotypes^[@CR26],[@CR27]^, with evolved clusters that may contain novel innovations that alter viral structure and function. More full-length capsid sequences and further work are necessary to determine if these genotypes are evolving to escape herd immunity.

By contrast, work conducted in our laboratory suggests that the GI genogroup of noroviruses has undergone limited evolution with little phenotypic innovation. Change in the GI noroviruses may be restricted by purifying selection in the capsid protein, whereby structural domains necessary for function are unable to tolerate enough mutation to allow broad escape from immunity. This is dramatically shown in the phylogenetic tree, in which the GI genotypes are less distant from one another compared with the GII genotypes ([Fig. 2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Future crystallography studies comparing the structures of multiple GI and GII capsid proteins along with mutagenesis experiments and studies of carbohydrate ligand-binding characteristics should help to elucidate the differences in the structural constraints between these two genogroups, perhaps providing insights into the mechanisms that drove the discordant evolution patterns that have been observed between the broader genogroups and genotypes over the past 40 years.

**Histo-blood group antigen receptors**

Several studies have indicated that [histo-blood group antigens](#Glos6){ref-type="list"} (HBGA) function as receptors or co-receptors for a productive norovirus infection^[@CR12],[@CR28],[@CR29],[@CR30]^, although no direct evidence has shown that viral binding to HBGAs mediates entry. However, there is a correlation between polymorphic expression of HBGA and human susceptibility to norovirus infection^[@CR12]^. Even early studies with GI.1-NV found that some individuals could not be infected with GI.1-NV on challenge and these resistant individuals typically clustered in families, suggesting that a highly penetrant host susceptibility allele was influencing disease outcomes. It was further proposed that the presence of pre-existing antibody did not correlate with protection^[@CR31],[@CR32]^.

More recent studies have shown that individuals of blood group O are more susceptible to GI.1-NV infection than individuals of other blood groups^[@CR29]^, and it was found that GI.1-NV VLPs bound to gastroduodenal epithelial cells from [secretor-positive](#Glos7){ref-type="list"} individuals, whereas VLPs did not bind to the cells of secretor-negative individuals^[@CR33]^. The fucosyltransferase 2 gene (*FUT2*), carried by secretor-positive individuals, encodes a protein that is responsible for generating the H1 and H3 antigens from their respective disaccharide precursors, and these antigens are known to be present on mucosal surfaces and have been shown to bind GI.1-NV VLPs^[@CR33]^. Direct evidence of the association between GI.1-NV susceptibility and HBGA expression was shown in a large-scale human challenge study in which secretor-negative individuals were found to be resistant to infection^[@CR34]^. Additional studies with other norovirus strains have revealed that susceptibility to infection with other strains is more complicated than susceptibility to GI.1-NV. Although numbers were limited, a study with the Snow Mountain virus of the GII.2 group found that blood group and secretor status did not strongly correlate with susceptibility to infection^[@CR35]^. A different study showed that secretor-negative individuals had substantially lower antibody titres to GII.4 norovirus strains than secretor-positive individuals, suggesting that [non-secretors](#Glos8){ref-type="list"} are less likely to become infected with the predominant circulating norovirus strains than secretors; however, blood group was irrelevant to infection status^[@CR36]^. In other reports, individuals with blood group B had a lower incidence of infection with GI noroviruses than individuals of other blood groups^[@CR12],[@CR30]^.

These observations suggest that individual norovirus strains may infect only a subset of the human population, but diverse HBGA-binding affinities in noroviruses of the GI and GII genogroups may collectively allow nearly all individuals to be susceptible to one or more strains. Future human challenge studies using more GI and GII prototype strains are needed to discern the precise susceptibility profile for each genotype and strain.

***Binding differences of histo-blood group antigens.*** Distinct norovirus strains have highly variable HBGA-binding patterns. The carbohydrate-binding characteristics of various norovirus VLPs ([Table1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) have shown that genetically related noroviruses share binding patterns, indicating that the evolution of virus strains may be influenced by HBGA binding. However, specific binding profiles are not genotype or genogroup exclusive^[@CR37]^, and in the case of the GII.4 viruses single amino acid replacements seem to drastically alter the binding capacity of the VLP ([Table1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).Table 1Virus-like particle binding of synthetic histo-blood group antigensGenogroup and genotypeVirus-like particleYearSynthetic histo-blood group antigen boundI.1Norwalk1968A, H1 and H3West Chester2001A, H1 and H3I.2Southampton1999A, H3 and Le^A^I.3Desert Shield1999Le^A^I.4Chiba2000A, Le^A^ and Le^X^II.1Hawaii1971AWeisbaden2001NoneII.2Snow Mountain1976H3Buds2002NoneIna2002NoneII.3Toronto1999A and H3II.4GII.4.19871987H3 and Le^Y^GII.4.1987_D393G2007^\*^B and H3GII.4.19971997A, B, H3, Le^B^ and Le^Y^GII.4.2002a2002A, Le^A^ and Le^X^GII.4.20022004H3 and Le^Y^GII.4.20042004NoneGII.4.20052005NoneGII.4.20062006A, B and H3M71999NoneVMouse norovirus2004NoneLe, Lewis antigen.^\*^A mutant generated in 2007.

Noroviruses have been categorized into two binding-profile groups: those that bind A or B and H epitopes and those that bind Lewis or H epitopes. Two recent reports have demonstrated that GII.4 noroviruses associated with the Farmington Hills outbreak of 2000--2002 bind both groups^[@CR22],[@CR38]^. A third group should be noted for which no binding occurs to available synthetic HBGAs, such as the GII.4.2004, GII.4.2005, VA115 (which is a GI.3b virus) and mouse norovirus (MNV1)(which is of the GV genogroup) strains, suggesting that alternative viral receptors may exist or that the appropriate CHO variations are not present in saliva or in synthetically available CHOs. Several factors associated with HBGA regulation and expression need to be further characterized if we are to fully elucidate and appreciate the role of these putative receptors in norovirus pathogenesis. It is known that HBGA types are differentially expressed according to tissue type, such that type 1 core structures are found on surface epithelia of endodermal tissues, whereas type 2 core structures are typically found at the glandular level in ectodermic and mesodermic tissues^[@CR39]^. A recent study demonstrated that different norovirus genotypes may specifically recognize type 1 and type 2 CHOs, indicating that different noroviruses may target different tissues^[@CR39]^. Furthermore, GII (but, to date, not GI) noroviruses have been shown to bind sialylated glycoconjugates, suggesting that additional modifications to and variations of HBGAs may provide additional binding targets for norovirus^[@CR40]^. Studies designed to examine these issues will provide important insight into the complex interaction between the noroviruses and their ligands and will elucidate the influence that these glycoconjugates exert on disease outcomes following norovirus infection.

**Capsid structure**

Structural analysis of the GI.1-NV VLP capsid protein showed that the capsid is formed of 180 capsid molecules that are organized into 90 dimers with a *T* =3 icosahedral symmetry^[@CR41]^ (where *T* is [triangulation number](#Glos9){ref-type="list"}), using two distinct dimer types to form the higher-order structure^[@CR42]^. Both dimer types are composed of identical monomers but have different overall orientations, such that the C--C dimers form protrusions at the icosahedral twofold axes, whereas the A--B dimers form protrusions around the fivefold axes ([Fig. 1c,d](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Analysis of the capsid monomer indicated that it is composed of two distinct domains, the shell (S) domain and the protruding (P) domain, which are linked by a flexible hinge^[@CR42]^ ([Fig. 1a,b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The S domain, composed of the first 225 residues of the capsid protein, forms the structural core of the intact viral capsid, and the P domain extends from the surface^[@CR43]^. The P domain is further divided into two subdomains, P1 and the hypervariable P2, which protrudes furthest from the capsid shell and contains the putative receptor-binding sites^[@CR42],[@CR44],[@CR45],[@CR46],[@CR47],[@CR48]^. A second high-resolution GI.1 virus structure was recently published showing the protruding domain of GI.1-NV in complex with synthetic A-type and H-type HBGAs. Even though there were differences in the CHO moieties of these two HBGAs, both interacted with the same surface-exposed binding site found in the P2 subdomain of the viral capsid protein^[@CR44],[@CR45]^. This binding site was highly conserved in the GI genogroup and was verified by mutational analysis, which found that specific amino acids in this epitope are essential to binding^[@CR45]^.

In addition, the protruding domain of norovirus strain VA387, a GII.4 virus, has been reported in complex with A-type and B-type HBGAs. Structurally, the GI.1 and GII.4 capsid structures are similar in the S domain and most of the P1 subdomain, and the predominant differences occur in the P2 subdomain. In general, the P2 subdomain of GI.1 viruses contains fewer amino acids and is smaller than that of GII.4 viruses, which contains substantially more loops in the P2 region. Moreover, the HBGA-binding regions were completely different between the two^[@CR14]^. The GII.4 genotype P domain structure revealed that residues Thr344, Arg345, Asp374 and Gly442 form a hydrogen-bonding network with the α-fucose group of the A trisaccharide, whereas a second interaction site (at residues 390--395) was predicted to stabilize binding and enhance ligand affinity by weaker, long-distance interactions with the β-galactose ring of the trisaccharide^[@CR14]^. By contrast, in the GI.1 virus structure, the β-*N*-acetylgalactosamine moiety of the A trisaccharide was shown to interact with residues Ser377, Asp327, His329 and Ser380 (Refs [@CR44], [@CR45]). Not only were these residues different than those reported for the GII.4 virus interaction, but the mode of binding was also distinct, with the β-*N*-acetylgalactosamine moiety contributing more to the interaction than the α-fucose moiety in the GII.4 virus structure. This observation showed that VLPs of different genogroups engage the same HBGAs through unique modes of binding, and it also highlights the crucial need for more crystal structures of different norovirus P domains, including time-ordered variants, from different genogroups and genotypes in complex with different HBGAs.

In addition to the strain-specific interactions, long-distance interactions between residues that are proximal to those interacting with the HBGA are likely to be necessary for the stabilization of virus--receptor interactions. Replacement of a Gly with an Asp at position 395 of the GII.4.1987 capsid was sufficient to alter the HBGAs that the mutant VLP bound, even though residue 395 does not directly interact with the CHO ligand^[@CR22]^. Moreover, synthetic HBGAs used in the crystallography studies may lack important *in vivo* modifications to the CHO structures (*in vivo* molecules will probably be larger and contain modified hydroxyl groups), and these structures may therefore not provide accurate assessments of HBGA binding. Consequently, VLP structures bound to more complex HBGA moieties may be crucial to fully disclose the interaction sites between VLPs and CHOs.

**The evolutionary impact on capsid structure**

Interestingly, sequence analysis has shown that the GI genotype is limited to 37% variation at the amino acid level, with the primary variation occurring as insertions or deletions in different genotypes. Analysis of the published crystal structures of GI.1-NV and of homology models generated for the different GI capsids found that much of the HBGA-binding pocket remains intact. Residues Ser377, Asp327, His329 and Ser380 were strictly conserved, although inserts between these residues defined the GI.2, GI.3 and GI.4 models ([Fig. 3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that there has been a subtle remodelling of the CHO-binding interfaces between these genotypes, which may account for the binding differences that have been noted between these VLPs ([Table 1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Structural variation in each genotype was limited and occurred mostly on the surface, in the P2 domain but away from the binding site ([Fig. 3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 3Variation in noroviruses that infect humans.The GI genogroup is highlighted in blue, and the GII genogroup is highlighted in green. The P domain dimer structures show the predominant genotypes that have infected humans over the past decade in the United States, recognizing that this may vary elsewhere, globally. Fuschia represents the histo-blood group antigen-binding sites and yellow indicates variation in the P2 subdomains. Structural models were generated using the program Modeller^[@CR91]^, and pictures were generated using MacPyMOL (Delano Scientific LLC, Palo Alto, California, USA).

Superimposition of the different GI monomer models onto the GI.1-NV structure showed that insertions or deletions alter the overall structure in each case but do not seem to alter the binding pocket or a conserved structural motif found on the exterior of the GI capsid distal from the binding site ([Fig. 4A](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This conserved motif occurs on the side of the capsid, opposite the dimer-interface site, and may be an immunogenic epitope that allows antibodies generated against one GI norovirus to cross-react with GI noroviruses of different genotypes. Moreover, the structural models predict that the conserved motif and CHO binding may be functionally linked and structurally constrained.Figure 4Genogroup variation.**A** \| Variation in the GI genogroup. The crystal structure of the P domain of the genogroup I, genotype 1 Norwalk virus (GI.1-NV) was used to generate representative models of all eight GI genotypes. P domain chains are in blue, the histo-blood group antigen (HBGA)-binding sites are in magenta, a conserved structural domain is shown in red and all additional GI models are in black mesh. **A** **a** \| The annotated GI.1-NV P domain structure. **A** **b** \| The GI.1-NV P domain monomer with additional GI monomer models superimposed on the structure. **A** **c** \| The GI.1-NV P domain dimer with additional GI dimer models superimposed on the structure. Note that the binding pocket and conserved domain are mostly preserved. **B** \| Variation in the GII genogroup. The crystal structure of the P domain of GII.4 norovirus VA387 was used to generate representative models of all 17 GII P domains. GII.4 P domain chains are in cyan, the HBGA-binding sites are orange and all additional GII P domain models are in purple mesh. **B** **a** \| The annotated GII.4 VA387 P domain structure. **B** **b** \| The GII.4 VA387 P domain monomer with additional GII monomer models superimposed. **B** **c** \| The GII.4 VA387 P domain dimer with additional GII P domain dimer models superimposed. Note that the binding pockets are structurally different in the GII models. **C** \| Superimposing the GII and GI structural space. **Ca** \| Superimposition of the GII.4 VA387 P domain dimer structure (shown in mesh) onto the GI. 1-NV P domain dimer structure indicates that GII.4 VA387 occupies more structural space than GI.1-NV (the colours of domains are as for parts **A** and **B**). **Cb** \| Superimposing the GII monomer structure, indicated by the purple mesh, onto the GI monomer structure, shown in black, indicates that the GII genogroup occupies substantially more space. **Cc** \| Superimposing the GII dimer structure, indicated by the purple mesh, onto the GI dimer structure, shown in black, indicates that the GII genogroup occupies more overall structural space. The additional structural space may allow the GII genogroup more structural flexibility, so that it could hypothetically tolerate more mutations while preserving its capacity to bind a differential receptor repertoire. Structural models were generated using the program Modeller^[@CR91]^ and pictures were generated using MacPyMOL (Delano Scientific LLC, Palo Alto, California, USA).

By contrast, modelling the structural differences of the GII monomers showed that insertions or deletions are positioned in locations that allowed substantial remodelling of the capsid surface, such that conservation of the HBGA-binding pocket and a flanking conserved, GI-equivalent, surface-exposed structural motif does not occur ([Fig. 4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Comparing the three-dimensional space occupied by all of the different monomer models of the GI (*n*=8) and GII (*n*=17) genogroups indicated that the GI genogroup seems to have limited structural plasticity, as the structural space occupied by this genogroup is limited compared with the space occupied by the GII genogroup ([Fig. 4c](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that the GI genogroup may be trapped in a genetic bottleneck, such that limited tolerance of structural variation in the capsid results in a limited subset of changes, preventing the evolution of the large-scale innovations that are necessary to generate and escape from herd immunity. By contrast, the GII genogroup has a larger repertoire of sequence space and flexibility, suggesting that it has evolved the ability to function as a capsid protein in the presence of much greater structural variation ([Fig. 4c](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

Theoretically, the immune system selects for variation in the distal regions of P2, as well as in some surface-exposed P1 residues, that allows for escape of immunity and amplification of new, immune-resistant strains ([Fig. 1d](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These strains probably contain novel antigenic epitopes and innovative structural changes to the capsid protein^[@CR49]^, which together may contribute to escape from the immune response. In the GII.4 genotype, surface-exposed amino acid replacements in the P2 region of the capsid correlate to two distinct phenotypic differences in these viruses. First, variation alters HBGA binding, such that single replacements confer an increased or altered binding capacity^[@CR22]^. Second, some of these amino acid replacements correlate to antigenic variability, such that changes probably allowed escape from the predominant protective memory immune response^[@CR22]^. In the late 1980s, the GII.4 viruses were probably not the predominant strains, although detailed studies before 1990 are lacking. However, by 1997 the second GII.4 subclade (Grimsby/Lordsdale) evolved with an increased tropism, theoretically allowing this newly emerged epidemic strain to infect a far greater portion of the general population^[@CR22],[@CR23]^. It is likely that this event was the precipitating factor in establishing herd immunity, which probably became the driving selective force for the emergence of all subsequent novel GII.4 viruses^[@CR22],[@CR23]^. Therefore, surface variation in the GII.4 genotype seems to be readily accommodated, selectively or simultaneously altering HBGA binding and, perhaps, host susceptibility patterns, thus leading to antigenic variation and escape from herd immunity.

Comparatively, the GI noroviruses seem to have been constrained by a conserved network of amino acids that are probably required for capsid integrity. Although changes did occur, they were only minor, suggesting that the capsid structure required for GI virus function can tolerate only limited variation. Alternatively, GI strains may preferentially target young individuals or only induce short-term immune responses, ameliorating the need for adaptive change^[@CR32],[@CR50]^.

Different GI VLPs induce considerable cross reactivity to antibodies raised against GI.1-NV^[@CR50],[@CR51],[@CR52]^. These findings suggest that the minimal set of amino acids that is required for structural integrity may encode one or more key immunogenic epitopes, which may therefore generate at least a partial cross receptor blockade against several different GI noroviruses^[@CR51]^. Thus, the evolution of novel strains may have been constrained by structural limitations that restricted the number of possible escape mutants. By contrast, the GII genogroup does not seem to encode a surface-exposed conserved domain and has benefited from insertions and deletions in the P2 region that drastically alter sequence composition and provide the structural space for the innovation of novel escape variants ([Fig. 4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, the GII.3 genotype is sufficiently similar to the GII.4 genotype that GII.3 virus-specific antibodies cross-react with GII.4 viruses, whereas GII.4-specific antibodies bind to GII.3 VLPs but do not block their interaction with the HBGA^[@CR53]^. In addition, the GII.3 strain Toronto has been shown to bind to the H3 and A antigens, two HBGAs that are also bound by many of the GII.4 viruses. These results suggest that the GII.3 viruses may have contributed to the generation of herd immunity against the GII.4 noroviruses, and a GII.3 outbreak in the late 1990s may have helped to establish the widespread herd immunity that became the selective force which drove the emergence of the GII.4 viruses as the predominant epidemic norovirus strain^[@CR53]^. Additional human challenge and re-challenge studies using characterized viral strains, known host HBGA expression and norovirus immunological assays that are capable of discriminating between closely related strains will be necessary to unravel the complex interplay between the different circulating norovirus strains and the host immune response. The availability of representative capsid proteins from members of each genogroup and genotype at different points of evolution will be essential for unravelling the complex evolutionary epidemiology of norovirus family members.

**Immune response**

Little is known about the immune response that is elicited following norovirus infection, because the reagents required to study these important questions are largely unavailable. Most information regarding immunity has been gathered from norovirus outbreaks and human challenge studies, which have provided the only available samples with which to study norovirus immunity in humans. Susceptibility studies have revealed that certain individuals are genetically resistant to infection with specific norovirus strains^[@CR12]^; however, previous exposure history and the immune response are likely to have a central role in determining infection outcomes following challenge with the virus. Early human challenge and outbreak studies revealed that individuals with high serum or faecal antibody titres to GI.1-NV before challenge were more likely to become infected with the virus than individuals with low pre-existing antibody titres^[@CR32],[@CR54],[@CR55],[@CR56]^. Most but not all individuals were resistant to subsequent infection with the same virus 6 months later; but less than half maintained high antibody titres 6 months after a secondary challenge^[@CR32]^. In long-term immunity studies, individuals infected with GI.1-NV were all symptomatically reinfected 27--42 months later^[@CR31]^. However, some individuals without common pre-exposure factors who were genetically susceptible to GI.1-NV infection never became infected^[@CR12]^. These findings are contradictory, in that short-term immunity has been observed and described, whereas persisting long-term immunity has been more difficult to establish.

Studies of seroprevalence to GI and GII strains have shown that at least 50% of children under 5 years of age are seropositive for norovirus exposure; this increases to 60--90% by 10 years of age and reaches 100% by adulthood, demonstrating that nearly all adults have been exposed to one or more noroviruses^[@CR57],[@CR58],[@CR59],[@CR60],[@CR61],[@CR62]^.

**Antigenicity and immunity**

Population dynamics play an important part in the emergence of novel pathogens, as a population that is largely resistant to one variant, because of herd immunity, provides an environment that can select for an escape from that immunity. In fact, using the influenza virus as a prototype, a model has been generated that suggests that a large epidemic the previous year probably generates enough genetic variation to give rise to a strain that almost completely escapes host immunity^[@CR63],[@CR64]^. It has been shown that a viral population evolves more rapidly in the presence of a highly immune host population^[@CR65]^. This is particularly true for RNA viruses, which generally introduce one mutation per genome per round of viral replication. Indeed, because of their high mutation rate, RNA viruses often exist as a quasispecies in the infected host^[@CR66],[@CR67]^. In this way, herd immunity is the environment that selects for variation, which may already exist to a lesser extent in the quasispecies.

In the genus Norovirus, confounding factors have contributed to a more complicated evolutionary path. First, different genogroups, genotypes and even viruses in a genotype bind to different HBGAs that are polymorphic in the general population. This indicates that a virus that has been neutralized by herd immunity in one polymorphic population could exploit another susceptible population by differential HBGA ligand recognition. In addition, many noroviruses bind to more than one type of HBGA, suggesting that different populations may be susceptible to one strain. Second, in many cases variation between and within genotypes and genogroups alters antigenicity, which may allow escape from the predominant memory immune response, whereas in other cases cross reactivity may allow partial neutralization or an immune response that is skewed toward a previous exposure ([Fig.5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 5Model of GI versus GII evolution in human populations.**a** \| Noroviruses of the GI genogroup seem to be limited in the amount of variation that occurs in the P2 subdomain of the capsid, which reduces the ability of the virus to generate antibody escape mutants. Therefore, viruses in the GI genogroup probably persist by evolving differential binding capacity or through original antigenic sin (OAS) of the host. **b** \| By contrast, the GII genogroup contains more sequence information in the P2 subdomain, which can tolerate more substantial changes, probably allowing evolution to rearrange the surface and alter both binding capacity and antigenic properties. Therefore, as has been shown for GII.4, GII noroviruses are likely to persist by two mechanisms: receptor switching and antigenic drift.

Experiments conducted using a time-ordered panel of GII.4 VLPs showed that this genotype uses both antibody escape and receptor switching to persist in human populations. Sequence analysis identified six unique subclades in the GII.4 genotype, and representative sequences from each were selected and used to generate a panel of time-ordered GII.4 VLPs that spanned from 1987 to 2006. Using a synthetic CHO-binding assay, it was determined that specific amino acid changes proximal to the HBGA interaction site that had occurred over the 20 year interval altered CHO-binding patterns in a subclade-specific manner^[@CR22],[@CR53]^. In addition, serum from a human outbreak in 1988 and mouse antisera were used to conduct a surrogate neutralization assay using ELISA and *in vitro* CHO blockade experiments, which found that subclade-specific amino acid replacements altered the serological and blockade responses in a manner that is consistent with a model of antigenic drift^[@CR22]^. These results show that the GII.4 viruses adapted to escape herd immunity, to infect previously resistant portions of the polymorphic population or to do both^[@CR22]^. Periods of stasis that occurred during the epochal evolution of the GII.4 genotype from approximately 1987 to 1997 and from 1997 to 2002 probably occurred owing to a lack of herd immunity in substantial portions of the polymorphic population; therefore, the selective force necessary to drive the evolution of new epidemic strains was not fully present until approximately 2002. Since 2002, new epidemic strains of GII.4 viruses occur after major outbreaks every 1--2 years, similar to influenza virus emergence, indicating that a vaccine against the GII.4 and perhaps other select norovirus genotypes would require frequent reformulation.

In comparison, the GI genogroup seems to be limited structurally by a surface-exposed conserved domain, which may provide a common antibody epitope in the genogroup. Recent work has demonstrated that the GI noroviruses can bind many different HBGAs, despite the conserved HBGA-binding site ([Fig. 5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}; [Table 1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). In addition, individuals infected with a GI norovirus generally mount robust B cell and T cell responses against the homologous strain, although some individuals preferentially mount immune responses against heterologous GI strains^[@CR50]^. These results corroborate previous findings that have found a high degree of antibody cross reactivity between GI strains^[@CR68]^. Cross-reactive B cell and T cell epitopes could allow complex patterns of cross protection among GI strains and promote infectivity by [original antigenic sin](#Glos10){ref-type="list"} (OAS), which has been described in mice^[@CR69],[@CR70]^ and in humans^[@CR71]^ at the antibody and T cell levels. Consequently, pre-exposure histories may be a confounding factor in long-term protection against GI strains. Detailed mapping of antigenic epitopes recognizing antibodies or T cells is a crucial need for future norovirus research.

The OAS response generates antibodies and T cells that are specific to the previous pathogen and have reduced affinity toward the novel pathogen^[@CR72]^. Although it is currently speculative, an OAS response could account for the results observed in the analysis of VLPs from the GI.1--GI.4 genotypes, in which GI.1-NV-specific antisera cross-reacted with GI.1.2001, GI.2, GI.3 and GI.4 VLPs. This showed that some individuals have a preferential blockade response to other VLPs besides the infecting strain. However, OAS has not been previously shown for noroviruses and is controversial in other viral infections. Despite reports in the literature suggesting OAS as a mechanism in HIV and influenza virus infections^[@CR72],[@CR73]^, a recent report investigating the rapid cloning of high-affinity human monoclonal antibodies generated by influenza virus vaccination found that nearly all of the vaccine-specific monoclonal antibodies had highest affinity for the vaccine strain^[@CR74]^. This observation suggests that OAS does not occur in normal, healthy adults receiving the influenza virus vaccination and argues against OAS as a mechanism that occurs during re-exposure to a viral infection. Alternatively, it could be that OAS responses are complex and only occur in selected individuals who have the appropriate pre-exposure histories; more detailed studies with more individuals are essential to definitively address this question. A similar study using norovirus VLP vaccination of human populations would also provide direct insight into this issue and is warranted.

**Challenges to vaccine development**

The multiple mechanisms that are used by noroviruses to persist in human populations, along with the complex antigenic diversity and evolution of these viruses, provide substantial challenges to vaccine development. Principle barriers include: the difficulty of finding a vaccine design that provides maximal coverage of the strains that are commonly associated with human disease; the lack of clearly defined measures of protective immunity; the lack of robust animal models for human disease; and the lack of understanding of short-term versus long-term immunity. Studies using mouse and pig models of norovirus pathogenesis have shown that protective immune responses probably target the capsid protein and neutralize infectivity^[@CR75],[@CR76],[@CR77],[@CR78],[@CR79]^, which suggests that vaccines composed of capsid protein variants would be candidates for human vaccinations. In particular, the pig model is relevant to dissect the effect of antigenic variation on protective immunity against the GII.4 viruses. However, it is still unknown if the protection generated in these models is long term, and further studies are necessary to evaluate the potential impact of pre-exposure history on vaccine efficacy. Extreme antigenic variation exists between various GI and GII strains, and evidence for robust cross protection is lacking, indicating that multivalent VLP vaccine formulations will be essential for broad coverage against the predominant circulating strains. Moreover, until recently many of the different genotypes were treated as a single phenotypic clade, but evolution among the GII.4 viruses means that each subclade must be considered individually. Therefore, it will be essential to define the evolutionary patterns of each genotype in order to identify appropriate contemporary isolates for vaccine design. Although vaccine studies should focus on the predominant GII.4 genotype, control of a single genotype through vaccination would probably leave an evolutionary niche that would be exploited by another GII genotype, perhaps a GII.2 or a GII.3 variant.

Protective cross immunity among the GI genogroup strains may allow for robust vaccines that protect across the entire genogroup; however, empirical support for effective cross-protective immunity is lacking. OAS may further complicate vaccine formulations, as individual patient pre-exposure histories will be nearly impossible to discern and unravel. Furthermore, pre-existing antibodies do not always protect against subsequent infection, and individuals with higher pre-challenge antibody titres have been shown to be more susceptible to infection^[@CR32],[@CR54],[@CR55],[@CR56]^. As has been reported for infections with dengue virus and other viruses^[@CR71],[@CR72]^, the presence of pre-existing antibodies or memory T cells against related but distinct virus strains can decrease the efficacy of the immune response to subsequent infecting strains as well as enhance disease severity. Although a percentage of the human population is genetically resistant to infection with the GI.1-NV strain, which may explain why certain individuals have lower pre-existing antibody titres and are less likely to be infected^[@CR12]^, an individual\'s susceptibility alleles are not capable of controlling infection to all norovirus strains^[@CR35]^.

In addition, evolution of the viral capsid protein influences the outcome of infection^[@CR22]^. Single amino acid changes in or peripheral to receptor-binding domains in the viral capsid protein enhance, reduce or alter receptor-binding specificities. Because individuals are polymorphous for alleles controlling HBGA expression, altering the viral binding specificities probably allows infection of previously resistant individuals, thereby enabling the virus to escape population-specific herd immunity. These observations suggest that multivalent vaccines composed of several GII.4 capsid antigens would be necessary to control epidemic outbreaks caused by GII.4 noroviruses.

Multivalent regimens containing vaccine components from several predominant circulating strains will possibly protect against subsequent homologous infection, as multivalent VLP vaccines have been shown to protect against homologous infection in the mouse and the pig^[@CR52],[@CR76],[@CR77]^. In addition, it has been shown that increasing the number of strains in multivalent vaccines generates strong and equivalent immune responses to all components of the vaccine without diminishing individual responses compared with the response to a monovalent vaccination^[@CR51],[@CR52]^.

Furthermore, multivalent vaccines in the mouse have been shown to enhance genogroup-specific, cross-reactive receptor blocking-antibody and T cell responses, and this suggests that multivalent vaccines containing components of both GI and GII strains would probably confer substantial protection against norovirus infection. Promising studies with multivalent Venezuelan equine encephalitis virus replicon particle vaccines against MNV administered to mice showed that immunity remains intact 6 months post-vaccination^[@CR79]^, suggesting that long-term immunity can be generated by vaccination. Elegant studies with MNV1 also suggest that neutralizing-antibody and CD4^+^ T cell or CD8^+^ T cell responses are essential for protection from reinfection^[@CR52],[@CR79]^.

In summary, the design of efficacious multivalent norovirus vaccines is essential for reducing the large-scale outbreaks that commonly occur in settings in which close human contact is unavoidable. In addition, understanding the complexity of norovirus evolution and subsequent escape from the immune system has redefined how virologists think about norovirus vaccinology and will continue to direct the field towards a better understanding of how noroviruses survive and persist and how vaccines can be rationally designed to control this formidable viral pathogen.
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Two recombinant expression systems have been widely used to facilitate the *in vitro* amplification of the noroviral capsid protein, which then spontaneously self-assembles into virus-like particles (VLPs). As the VLP is morphologically and antigenically indistinguishable from the higher-ordered capsid structure of the native norovirus^[@CR11],[@CR80]^, which is the major immunogenic and antigenic determinant of the norovirus virion, these systems allow the generation of VLPs in sufficient quantities to be characterized and used as immunological reagents. The two systems used most frequently are the baculovirus system^[@CR9]^ and the Venezuelan equine encephalitis virus (VEEV) replicon system^[@CR11]^. The baculovirus expression system is initiated by co-transfecting wild-type baculovirus DNA and transfer vector DNA containing a cDNA copy of a norovirus capsid gene. The assembled baculovirus particles that successfully express norovirus capsid following screening and plaque purification are then used to reinfect Sf9 cells, and the expressed 38 nm VLPs are harvested on a sucrose cushion^[@CR9]^. In the VEEV replicon system, the capsid gene is directly cloned into the polyclonal site of the VEEV vector (pVR21) under the control of an internal 26S promoter, replacing the structural genes of VEEV. Transcripts of the replicon, helper VEEV capsid and helper VEEV envelope glycoprotein are electroporated into baby-hamster kidney (BHK) cells, resulting in the packaging of VEEV replicon particles that undergo a single round of replication and express high levels of norovirus capsid protein, which self-assembles into VLPs when infecting cells *in vitro* or *in vivo*^[@CR11]^. The VEEV approach also serves as a vaccine platform for noroviruses and other important human pathogens^[@CR81],[@CR82],[@CR83],[@CR84],[@CR85],[@CR86],[@CR87],[@CR88]^.
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Caliciviridae

:   A family of small (2740 nm), non-enveloped, icosahedral enteric viruses that infect a broad range of host species. These positive-sense, single-stranded RNA viruses obtained their name from the Latin word calix, meaning chalice, owing to the cup-shaped structures on the surface of intact capsids. Caliciviruses are divided into four genera: Norovirus, Sapovirus, Vesiviruses and Lagoviruses.

Virus-like particle

:   A non-infectious particle formed by viral structural proteins that recapitulates the virus structure without packaging the viral nucleic acid or proteins that are normally packaged by the virus.

Protective immunity

:   An acquired immune response sufficient to protect an individual from infection or reinfection by a pathogen. It can be induced by vaccination or by previous exposure to a particular pathogen.

Quasispecies

:   A cloud of genetically similar viral genotypes, some of which may contain a less fit phenotype that is capable of exploiting a new niche that is created by the neutralization of the predominant viral phenotype.

Herd immunity

:   Immunity that occurs in a population when enough individuals become immune to a particular pathogen to break the transmission chain of that pathogen, providing pseudo-protection to non-immune individuals.

Histo-blood group antigen

:   A member of the family of complex glycans that are expressed on the surfaces of red blood cells, gut and respiratory epithelia, and biological secretions in humans. Their expression is regulated by the fucosyltransferase genesFUT1, FUT2 and FUT3, which are polymorphic in human populations. Differential expression of these enzymes determines the moieties and modifications to these ligands that are expressed by different humans.

Secretor-positive

:   Pertaining to an individual who expresses the FUT1 ABO blood group antigens on the cells that line their mouths and guts and whose saliva contains the same antigens.

Non-secretor

:   Pertaining to an individual who does not express the FUT1 ABO blood group antigens on the cells that line their mouths and guts and therefore do not secrete them in the saliva.

Triangulation number

:   A measure that is used to describe the structure of the icosahedral viral capsid and that was first described by Caspar and Klug. The icosahedron itself has 20 equilateral triangular facets, each of which is divided into a number (T) of identical equilateral triangular subdivisions (or protein subunits), such that the capsid has 20T structure subunits.

Original antigenic sin

:   A host-mediated humoral or cellular immune response in which a memory response against a previously encountered pathogen is preferentially used against a new pathogen variant rather than another primary response being produced.
